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THE

OBSERVER

Vol . XIII No. 27

April 26, 19 71

UMPG Gorham, Maine

Faculty Fights for Voice
There were two positive factors
that the faculty could find concerning
In a move having grave bearing on appear to be ready to take the matter the merger: 1. Exchange of Fa cult y was
the f uture of the merger of UMP and
to the Board of Trustees. They with ~ good for students 2. The meetings beGorham, the faculty of the Gorham Cam- held their April Board appearance
tween the student bodies
pus voted unanimously to forward a 16
a fter receiving a pledge from Dr. McMacLeod's proposal of salary epo i nt letter to Dr. 's MacLeod, Calisti Neil that he would hold Part 'IV of the qualization was based solely on rank.
and McNeil protesting the "decline in
Governance document . Before going to According to the same faculty source, ·
trus t, hope, and general morale" that
the Board, they will hear from Dr.s
there was no consideration given to
the Gorham faculty has suffered through MacLeod and Calsiti regarding their
other factors, ie the academic experience,
lack of participation and consultation grievances. And unlike last time,
seniority, and degree attained. Also
in administrative decisions. Dated
student sympathfes lend themselves
there was heavy resentment to th e rumor
April 21, the letter was the result
heavil y to the faculty cause . The ·
that all administrative (major) offices
of an all-faculty meeting held last
subject of merger is still a touchy
were to be moved to Portland, a question
Monday afternoon which turned up over
thing all a round the university commu- tha t remained unanswered throughout the
60 pe rs ons. (S ee Le tt e r on Page 6)
nity.
week.
Acco r ding to one faculty member,
At today's meeting to be held at
At the meeting, a motion was tabled
the points o f contention were just
4 p.m. in Hastings, plans will be re - that would call for the return of Gor evading the issue. It was his feeling vealled for a "Faculty Association"
ham to its pre-merger status---Libera l
that they should get back to the basic to bond th e facult y to gether. AlArts and Education College. It was r eissue s---autonomy for the Gorham Campu s i t hou gh an i nvi ~a ti on was issued to Dr. ported that at least a substantial maA consensus would have indicated strong MacLeod to attend this meeting, his
jority favored the motion but it seemed
sympathy toward the creation of UMG,
absence last week due to a vacation
it would be prudent to hold off action
h e added .
indicates he will be unable to come
pending administrative response to the
Unlike the last time, the faculty until th~ May 3 .
16 points.

Meet Today at Four

McNeil Accepts
Part IV; Sets
Governance
Chancellor Donald McNeil accepted Part Iv of the Governance
Document on April 20, ending for
the tirre being the biggest controversy to hit UMPG to date . In a
letter to Acting President William
Macl.eod, McNeil said he approves
"without change Part IV ••• as recarrmended to rre by you on March 26,
1971. "
"My approval. •• corres only after long and profound deliberation.
I am aware that there will be people
at UMPG who will continue to have
misgivings about the efficacy of
and the philosophy behind the University Council as provided for in
Part IV."
,
McNeil affirrred his own faith
in Part IV when he declared it "is
a sound, well conceived, and innovative document."
Part IV was hotly fought by a
large number of PoGo faculty, and
cane to a head under the Green Sheet
counter proposal . The alternative
they presented' was a senate like body
which would have l egi s lative powers
and the ability t o appeal a presidential veto t o the Chancellor and
the Board of Trustees.
Macl.eod has been told to imrrediately implerrent .rart IV which incates spring elections to fill the
posts on the Council and the Student
Affairs Conmittee . An Ad Hoc Procedural Review Comnittee has already
been appointed as it rreets this afternoon . to discuss the Departrrental procedures for selection of the departnent heads.
Compl ete t e xt of McNeil's letter
appear s on Page 6. • • , .

800 PARENTS CELEBRATE 1971 PARENTS DAY ...
Over 800 parents and friends gathered on the Gorham Campus yesterday as
·the annual Parents Day was held in rainy weather. The visitors toured
the campus and sat in on panel discussions like the one shown above where
they talked with different students from UMG.
Also included on their itinerary were exhibitions in the gym, a special
showin_g of "Carnival", a coffee hour, and a special buffet dinner.
A spokesman for the Committee running the event termed this years gathering
"highly successful." •••' •• See page 10 for Parental interview
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Questionnaire on PoGo
fill out completely and return to the OBSERVER office in the Stubefore May 7 . Tha nk you ...
Campus__________ _ _
Class

------------

Student

Faculty___

Mid-west
Students
Show Similar
Feelings on Life

Administrator
Waverly, Iowa-(IP)

Age_ _ __
Major____________
Do you agree with the original concept of the merger?
Explain .. .

Yes

No

Do you feel the merger is being implemented as it was originally proposed? Yes___ No___
Explain ...

Do you feel the merger should be abandoned at this point?
Explain . . .

Yes

No

Would you support a general university strike if. its . declared intent
was to dissolve the merger? Yes ___ · No___ Explain ...

'where will you be the weekend of may 8-9?
Mi llio n s of yo~ ns A m e r ica ns will be o ut
wa lkins th ose days- wa lkins to s upport peacef ul de velo pment o f the world 's human a nd physical r eso u rces. Ten millio n m o re Ame ricans will
be sponsor ini; them . L endin/j their suppo rt will
be U S. sena tors, represe~ tatives, businessm en,
a m bassadors, /jover no rs, a thle tes, civil r i/j h ts
work ers, a nd a No be l peace prize winner.
In 40 o th er nations, m o re millions o f yo un/j
people with simila r suppo rt also will be wa lkin,g.
Th ro u/j h these walks, they are try in/j to te ll
us somethin/j . . That yo u and I and th e billions
of oth er people who live to/j ether o n this fra/jile
planet have one future in co mmon. That our fu ture is th reatened by pover ty, d isease, despair,
and the d estructio n o f th e world's en vironme nt.
That th ere is no way fo r a rich nation to escape

th e consequences o f what happens to the people
of a poor nation. And that th ere is someth in/j
you a nd I can do . .. somethin/j we all must d o:
s up port de ve lo pment both h ere and abroad.
D e ve lopment m eans everythin/j it takes to
/j ive th e people o f the world an acceptable f u ture: fro m better educa tion a nd health for a
child in N e w D e lhi to/jreater capital in vestment
in rural Mississippi; f rom asssurin/j every family in e very natio n an adequate inco me to expandin/j internatio nal tra de; fro m ha ltin/j po llution of the world ocean to more n utrition
research.
As P ope Paul has sa id: "Developmen t is the
new word fo r peace. " H e lp point the world toward peace. Join the Internatio na l Walk for
Development.
·

May 9th-- -Walk for Ceve l operrent---The r oute goes thr ough Gorham , Scarborough,
and Westbrook • • •
For Inforroation Contact Gail Marshall , Tower A, Box 52, Gorham •••

What are college st~dents tlhinking about? Has the counter-culture
found its way to the midwest? How
prevalent is Consciousness III on
the Wartburg College campus?
There is probably no way any of
the above questions can be answered
with certainty, but the Department
6<f Public Information at Wartburg
recently ma.de an attenpt to at
least come up with some generalizations through a survey of student
attitudes on the follCMTing key issu~s:
Social Aspects--Minority problems,
abortion, p::>verty and campus disorders plus a generation question
made up the bulk of this surbey,
and students generally took
liberal p::>sitions--at least to a
p::>int.
For example, 62 per cent of the
students admitted t.hat poverty
was caused by circumstances beyond
the control · of the poor, but only
32 per cent were willing to guarantee
a minimum annual income for every
citizen.
Predictably, only 18 per cent
felt the shooting at Kent State and
Jackson State were the fault of the
students, but surprisingly only liO
per cent felt the national guardsrren and state troopers were at fault,
especially in view of national student
reaction :i.mrediately following the
incidents.
Sixty-eight per cent approved.
of inter-racial dating, and 50 .per
cent also said they approved of
inter-racial marriage.
Sex--Wartburg students appear
to hold a generally liberal attitude
tooard sex, though there is no
indication they can be considered
overly permissive. Age seemed to
be a factor in attitudes, particularly in opinions about pre-marital
·intercourse and horrosexuality--i.e .
the rrore liber a l at titurles were
expresses by the older s t udents.
However , the younger s t udents
were in agreerrent with their older
peers in such rna.tters as sex education and availability of contraceptives for unmarried students.
The survey asked: Which of the
following best describes your attitude tooard pre-marital intercourse?
Forty-two per cent of all the students
said it was unacceptable while the
rna.jorit y, 58 per cent , believed it
was acceptable under certain conditions, such as for engaged couples ,
or as a part of a serious, mut ually
resp::>nsible relationship or as an
expression of aff ecti on. No one
thought i t was a normal part of
dating.
Sex education in · the schools
and available cont raceptives for un,:narried high school and college
students who request them won overwhelming support from all classes.
Not a single student was opp::>sed
to sex education, and only 10 per
cent were against making contraceptives avail able .
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SCOG IS Plans Laid

Beard Named

At Saturday Meeting
SCOGIS means school of general interdisciplinary studies.
But more, it means Total Commitment.
Invited by Tony Lacognata
"to share your concepts, your
ideas, and your dreams," a group
of Portland and Gorham students
met Saturday in Hastings Formal
Lounge at Gorham to exchange opinions and experiences relating
to the new school.
rotal commitment at all
levels" is a necessity, said
Archie Buffkins, representing
the Chancellor's office. Student
and faculty self-motivation is
a must to carry out the new
program. He felt that the Board
of Trustees was enthused ahout
the school, "the only new thing
to come out of this whole merger"
but added later, "I don't think
UMPG is committed to the SCOGIS
concept," apparently a reference
to local . administation and faculty, ·since there seemed to be
a lot of apprehension expressed
at the meeting. It was as though
some of the students and faculty
wanted a concrete structure to
reass~re them, but one that could
be set aside when it became inconvenient.
At this time, Buffkins and
Lacognata made it clear that a
SCOGIS degree was in no ways a
union card that would open magic
doors to a specific job, but a
recognition that the student had
questioned and explored. Neither
is this program for students or
faculty who are running from traditional curricula, but it is for
those who would innovate. The
total commitment, it was emphasized, must come from students.
It is they who must push to maintain integrity.
From preliminary studies, Archie Buffkins listed three criteria
for success: l) SCOGIS must begin
with
a strong traditional academic environment, if only to ensure that the program is recognized by outsiders as a valid experience. 2) The inaividuals in
the school must bear complete responsibility for their prformance
since evaluation will be subjective. 3) Learning must be the core
of focus;"frustration rather than
success."
Two courses have already
been assured for inclusion in the
fall catalogue, Sco .151 and Seo
351, described as "planning ses-

Paper Editor

Admissions criteria will
be the same for SCOGIS as for -the
other schools in the university.
The faculty was called on to
deliver more than are presently
doing."We cannot always get paid
to do what we want to do, 11 said
the Chancellor's assistant.

The Drama Club will hold a geAeral meeting on April 26 (Monday)
at 7 p.m. Plans for the annual banquet and awards ceremony will be
discussed. All members should plan
to attend.

Eddie L. Beard, founder and former
editor of the VIKING, was named to head
the Portland based paper a gain for the
academic y ear 1971-72 last Thursday.
Beard was instrumental along with Larry
Leone in founding the VIKING when the
STEIN was UMP's official house organ.
Last semester he was a columnist for
the VIKING, authoring "In Loco Parentis".
This semester he turned to feature writing for the paper and made his successful bid for the editorship as a cap to
his return to the paper.
Seeking the post along side Beard
were three other students---VIKING Ne~s
Editor Ed Irish, STUDENT VOICE Editor
Mike Schwartz, and OBSERVER Editor
Scott Alloway.

IU Uses New Method of Justice
In Student Misconduct Cases
Iowa City, Ia.-(I.P.)-After a year 9 s study, a University of Iowa committee has
recommended a new system for handling student m.isconduct cases. Under the committee's proposals, a student found guilty of misconduct might be sentenced
to scrub floors for a while or be ordered to pay a fine.
Another form of punishment proposed would require the guilty student to write
a letter to his parents, explaining what he had done wrong.
The University's old judicial system, in which misconduct cases were heard by
a student-faculty committee, broke down in January, 1970, when the Student
Senate withdrew student members of the committee on the grounds that student
r epresentation on such committees was ineffectual.

-

Since then Theodore G. Garfield, retired•' chief justice of the Iowa Supreme
Court, has been appointed by the University to conduct hearings in misconduct
cases and submit his findings to University President Willard Boyd.
The study committee appointed by President Boyd to come up with recommendations
for a new judicial system was headed by James C. Spalding, professor of religion, and included two students, two law professors and a dean. A tentative
report has been submitted to the Faculty Senate and Student Senate.
Under the study committee 9 s proposa~ there would be three faculty members
serving as hearing officers. They would be appointed to three-year terms by
the University president from nominations made by a committee of three students and three f ; culty members.
The study committee also proposes a Hearing Review Commission to handle
appeals from decisions of hearing officers and appeals from other University judicial bodies. The Review Commission would consist of three students
selected by the Student Senate, three faculty members selected by the Faculty
Senate, and one administrator selected by the . president.
In several recent misconduct cases, the controversy has centered not on whether
a University rule was violated, but rather on whether the rule was a legitimate
one.
Under the study committee 9 s proposal, a challenge to the constitutional or lega:
validity of the charge against a student would be argued in a hearing held by ·
the Review Commission.
../

If a majority of the coIP.mission decided that the rule or policy should not be
enforced, the commission would ask the president for a decision on this issue
before sending the case to a hearing officer for tri al.

,c~at!?:t!?.m'S

Hearing procedures are spelled out in considerable detail in the committee's
proposal.

"Everything in the Line
of fine Italian Foods
and Hot Sandwiches"

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Call 839-3765

.

Proposed penalties which could be imposed by a hearing offic er r ange from a
minimum warning to the student to a maximum dismissal and "permanent denial
of the privilege of re-enrollment."
Intermediate penalties would include the student letter to his parents about
, the incident; work penalties, such as washing windows or s crubbing floors;
fines of $3 to $25; loss of such privileges as participation in extra-curricular activities or use of non-academic facilities during a period of probation; and suspension from enrollment for a limited or indefinite period.
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Who is J1anipulating What?
student affairs committee shall
spend its monies. If they could,
the implications would reach far
beyond what they attempted to do
regarding student publications.
We are amazed and disappointed
that these senators would attempt
to manipulate funds - that they had
no jurisdiction over. We are giving
the benefit of the doubt to several
key senators who might have been
tainted by "conflict of interest.''
We rebuke ·those senators ignorant
of any mention of the "Allocations"
attempt.
This powerful maneuver by
current student senators could
have opened the door to other

Several weeks ago at a joint
meeting of the Portland and Gorham
Senates, the activity fee for UMPG
students was set at 16 dollars.
This was all in order senates were
empowered to make such a statement,
but the senators extended their
jurisdiction when they issued a
statement declaring how $13,000 of
next year's
activity fee shall
be spent. Since the release of
this information, several persons
have acted and even begun planning
as if this were all in line with
the legal authority of this years
senates. Fortunately for students
of Portland and Gorham, the senates
cannot dictate how next years

decrees by the present student
representative bodies that might
have tied the hands of the Student
Affairs Committee. But it was
stopped as it was clearly out of
order and in direct conflict with
the Governance procedures and the
powers given the Student Affairs
Committee. Who can tell what other
as of yet uncollected monies that
w9uld have been frozen by this
years senators had the decision
been accepted. If there are any
real power structures being formed
at UMPG, it appears several senators
have attempted to build them. Lucky
for the students this try failed.

It's Your Baby Now
Publications have long been the traditional "baby"
of the students on ooth the Portland and Gorham campuses. Only recently has anyone begun to question the
actual responsibilities born by these organs. Hitherto
they (the publications) were left alrrost in their entirety in the hands of the students. Invariably a small
group would eventually take rrost of the responsibility
for production, and the papers would be the subject of
careful scrutiny by other groups, occassionally rival
factions of the student body whose designated mission
in life was to save the publication. These f acts were
particularly true of the newspapers. Although they may
have been run by a small group of individuals, the reasons underlying the fact and leading to these oligarchies
vary.

During the past year it has becorne quite apparent
that, in college journalism as well as other areas of

the new UMPG system, squabbling would be the name of the
game, and so has it become so. Aspiring individuals have,
for one reason or another, sought to make their publications of highest quality possible, or, at least, to destroy the "competition". And, as we near the end of a
highly chaotic year, we see a change in journalistic
leadership, arrived at after much red tape, comnittee
"work", and last, but never least, calumny. For the first
time in a long time, and, perhaps, the only time, we have
seen actual faculty and administrative intervention. This
is not to say that the overall change is bad, merely to
mention the "rrodus operandi" .
To the new factions of next year, good luck! It is
at this point not wise nor honest to say that it's been
fun. Interesting is a better word. It's your baby now.
Enjoy it.
BEC

12 Ways to a Stronger.

of Mines indicated a switch to unleaded
But now we're entering the era
fuel could actually increase emissions
of the massive false implication,and causing photo-chemical smog by 25%.
the pu~lic just wori't permit us to
Advertising boasts about pollution
live with it. The general concern
control can be cumulatively misleading.
with the enviroment will continue to Members of the Imdustrial Gas Cleaning
mount, and empty JJvertising promInstitute, who make about 75% of the
ises will backfire. It is not a lit- country's air-pollution abatement equi ;).~
tle personal worry about bad breath; ment, reported only a 2% increase in ·
it is a deep-seated fear for the lives volume last year, less than the gain
of thfs generation and generations
in the GNP. N~ wonder the National
to come.
Wildlife Federation's index of envirMore to tbe point, it is not a
omental quality indicates air 'and water
fear . that should be manipulated with pollutiou ;~ . growing consi~erably .
tawdry little advertising claims. NC' worse.
nonsense about sup~rfi~ially cie?nef
Let's stop talking. Let's take
gasoline .· will have any bearing on
action.
air pollution. And somewhat, partly
through advertising~ ·· the public has
R~printed from Advertising and
the idea that leaded g~soline is th~
Marketing magi;tzine ••.
villai"n. ·vet,- sd Envi t 0mental Moathly
reports, tests ccmdu'cted by the Bureau

The advertising business has lived
so easily and wealthily with the implied false promise that we have come
to regard it as our Constitutional
right.
We're not even much subtler than
we were in the stri dent USP days.
Back then, nobody really said Wonder
Bread is the only bread that builds ·
better bodies twelve ways. If
the great unwashed majority
chose to believe that, all to the
better. Now we have Geritol. As
the FTC claims, all that cloying ad- .
vertising is supported by people who
buy Geritol -and don't really need it.
Similar changes are being shcit at the
advertising- for mouthwash.
··
·
So who is really hurt: U peopJe
don't kriow· it •·s the milk and . not the
Wheades ·that makes· champions ,.~we·_,.;·
can live with that.
· ·
;1,

,_.
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~IATIER

by Brian L. Kendrick

W~y I Went to Washington

~ECTIVE

(Formerly, The Campus Beat)

A colurm for this week, huh?
How about my congratulations
to the Student Senate on their
discovery of over $500? And best
wishes to the resolution to dissolve that lxx:1y before they can
discover a way to lose over $700.
Tony Lacognata should be the
recipient of gcx:xi luck in his
SCCGIS organization efforts, but
will probably get little rrore
than a physical collapse; certainly no less than constant heartburn. The problems in establishing
a problem-solving discipline multiply like rabids.
On the calendar as approved
by Mr • .Macl.eod: Is it really necessary to take one rronth from the
students to prepare for reaccreditation, or is it to acquaint the
recently appointed administrators
with recently created jobs? In
the past rronths we have seen the
enrollrrent frozen, the faculty
complain of excessive workloads,
(a perennial corrplaint, but approaching validity,) work-study
students fired at a rroment's notice, and a creative and exciting
new school(SCCGIS) threatened '
. with no funding, all because we
just can't afford those luxuries.
But how many new posts and prorrotions within the administration
have occurred this year? (next
weeks project: a total.) The only
administators to leave are the
ones we really need to have.
So anyway, with all these
new and talented heads in the hierarchy, shouldn't this sumrrer ·
and next fall and rrost of the
spring be tine enough to get this
thing together?
Oh . The reason for the new
title over this colurm is because
I never really liked the old one.

.

:.i

I wanted to postpone any commentary on . my Washington trip until more
thought could be given to the matter in a reasonably developed essay. However, for an on-the-spot atory, the editor requested a paragraph or two explaining my motives for going: Why I would spend 4 days and 1080 miles of
riding just to participate in another mass ' demonstration which to many persons was like trying to talk to a stone wall. More or less, r. will write
a complete story in the near future.
I wanted to give my share of the weight which gave this assembly such
a binding weight of momentum. One may throw up his hands in frustration at
the effects of these rallies on the Asian policy, but I feel that ultimately
it will have influence of a new, far saner attitude in our relations with
the other side of the world. Also, certain events (the Calley trial) and
the organization of disgruntled veterans who were shot and maimed, both physically and mentally by not only the enemy but by friends who offered far
fetched excuses for their suffering by senile narrow minded zibonies totally out of touch with reality and humanity brought a wider spectrum of
people into this movement---not just Peaceniks, Quakers, SDSers, Socialists,
Panthers, and ideal college kids who may overlook reason and rationality
in favor of anarchy, but also people usually associated with other causes--VFW's, American Legionaires, and plain old middle class Americans who decry
the expenditure of young lives in a war that is immoral, unjust, and corrupt (Excuse these last three cliches, but they are the only way I know to
describe this war). These are the people who will decide the elections in
1972 and who, as responsible citizens, want to save the country from itself.
Thus I felt that the sheer numbers of individuals would at least pierce the
stubborness and arrogance of a few leaders who are reluctant to suffer blows
to their egos, prestiege, and wallets by "giving peace a chance". That was
the responsibilty I had to be one of those numbers.

r

------------------

Rumour Has It .

I

• •

by Bernard Cowan
.... that a certain publication and/or
group of organizations have been taken
over by a group of long-hair leftwing conservative fish-mongers .... that
a certain group of faculty members at
a certain south~rn Maine institution
of higher learning are dissatisfied
with a certain merger .... that acertain group of students are also dissatisfied with said merger .... and that
a certain group of administrators aren't
sure whether they should be dissatisfied or not .... that a certain group of
hard-working journalists have had the
bolts (censorship) put to them .... that

a certain detergent manufacturer refuses to put its phosphate content on
its label .... and that .i t is no longer
in to buy a strawberry phosphate in
the corner drugstore .... that acertain former president of a certain
institution has a long lease on life
and also on a certain hous e .... that
a certain dictator of a certain Car
ibbean island nation passed away ....
that said dictator's son's lucky number coincided with the date of the
former's death .... that the vice-President of a certain 50-state nation
is a Greek .... and, finally, that
rumor has it!

Procedures Guidelines Due
Today for Dept. Chairmen

PARENT'S DAY drew friends and folks.
L. to R. are Mr. Harold L. Robbins,
a Gorham alumnus, and Mrs. ALbert
Brown, both of Kittery, Dan Horton,
Portland, Mrs. Charles Horton, Eliot
and Dianne Rice of Portland.

The deadline for· the submission
of the procedures in selecting a
deparbrent head is today, Dr. Robert York dutlined in a letter to
UMPG faculty recently. Dean York
attached to his letter the necessary
infonnation as outlined in the
recently approved governance procedures regarding the rrethod of
selection, duties, and the definition of the post.
Errphasized in the letter \\l'ere
five stipulations including the

Don't be so smug,Gort,just
because !:JOU invented the
wheel! .. I'm as good as
!:JOU are! Wh!:J ,just today
we learned 1n our
Sociology class that... .

necessity of meaningful student involverrent bu undergraduate and
graduate majors, qualifications for
office, and term of office.
After approval of the procedures
by the Ad Hoc Procedural Review
Crnrnittee corrposed of four students
(2 from each canpus), four faculty,
and two administrators, the departrrent selection group will rreet
and nominate a candidate to the
administrators responsible for their
approval. ·
Sociology:
The study of
alibis ~o"' the
incompetent ...

OB.SERVER
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Chancellor Approves Part IV After "profound deliberation"
Acting President William J. Macleod
University of Maine at PortlandGorham
Luther Bonney Hall
Portland, Maine 04102

University Governance (the Petruccelli
Committee); student and administrative
representatives from Gorham, Portland
and the School of Law; and faculty
groups from Gorham, Portland and
the School of Law. All those I
Dear Mac:
consulted were named by their duly _
By authorization of the Board
constituted officers who were under
of Trustees at its meeting on April
instructions to provide me with a
8, 1971 , in Farmington, I hereby
grou~ that would represent a broad
approve without change Part IV of
range of views.
the Governance Procedures for the
In all these deliberations, there
University of Maine at Portlandwas, in my view, a full and free
Gorham as recommended to me by you
consideration of alternatives and
on March 26, 1971. Hence, you are
opposing points of view regarding
authorized to proceed with immediate
Part IV of the Governance Procedures.
implementation of Part IV.
During the meetings, however, it
The minor amendments in Parts
became increasingly evident to me
V and VI at the end of this letter
that there was no middle ground, no
are to enable us to implement the
point of compromise between ~he two
Board's instructions regarding the
basic proposals: (l) A University
authority -of the Review Committee.
Council, a relatively small advisory
body with equal faculty and student
membership as presented in the
My approval of Part IV comes only
proposed Part IV; and (2) A Univerafter long and profound deliberation. sity Senate, a Large, representative·
and quasi-legislative body as advanced
I am aware that there will be people
by others.
at UMPG who will continue to h~v~
The alternatives open to me,
misgivings about the efficacy of
therefore, were:
and philosophy behind the University
(l) To_ reject Part IV in entirety
Council as provided for in Part IV.
with the stipulation that a study
Recognizing the widespread questioning of this Part leading up to the
process be reinstituted, that a new
meeting of the Board of Trustees, I
PartIV be developed, and that an
decided to withhold recommending its
adhoc universitywide group be formed
approval to the Board to allow for
from the present governing bodies;
further consultation with all groups
or
concerned.
(2) To appr<0ve Part IV without
Directly following the Board of
Change.
Trustees meeting, I met with representAfter my review, I have concluded
atives of every duly constituted group that Part IV recommended to me by
within UMPG: The Adhoc Committee on
you is a sound, well-conceived and
1

Outing Club Says "We're Here"
Students and Faculty at Gorham: ·

innovative document. It is the product of hundreds of hours of exten~
sive study and deliberation by a
duly constituted committee of faculty,
students and administrators representing all elements of UMPG. The committee followed widely accepted and
publicized procedures which included
holding open meetings and public
he~rings. While there may be convincing arguments about both strengths
and weaknesses in the document and
in alternative approaches to governance, Part IV, in my judgment, deserves a fair trial.
I am approving Part IV and
authorizing . its implementation with
the following stipulations:
(l) That the last sentence of
Part VI of the Governance Procedures
be changed to read:
Nothing in this part shall preclude
the appointment of such a committee
by the President at any earlier time.
(2) That you, as Acting President
Of UMPG, immediately appoint an
Adhoc Committee on Governance to
review the Governance Procedures,
as provided in Part VI as amended.
(3) That the last sentence in
Part V be changed to read:
Any such proposed amendment so
approved, shall become effective
upon approval by the President of
the University, the Chancellor and
the Board of Trustees.

Cordi ally,
Donald R. McNeil
· Chance 11 or

Science Courses Split
and 16th, and -a possible second hike
up Tumbledown Mt.
Meetings are held every Monday
night at 6:30 in room 135 Student
Lounge Area:All of you are welcome to attend.

We are writing this letter in
regards of the GSC Outing Club. To
those of you who are interested,
the Outing Club is still in existence and active. At the beginning
of this year interest in the club
Signed,
t
seemed strong, and our weekly meetChristine Simones
Nancy Halleck
ings were well attended, but as the
Phil Whitney
Mary Honan
year progressed and winter arrived
this attendance fell off . We have ·
Tennis Buffs Beef
continued with var1ed activities through the winter and into the
Tennis is a sport enjoyed by
spring. Some of these activities
many
on this campus but can only
were included: hikes up Mt.
be
played
by a very few at a time
Chocorua, Mt. Willey, and Tumblebecause
of
the number of courts.
down Mt.; a camping trip in the
Besides
the fact that playing
White Mountain National Forest; trips
area
is
inadequate
for the number
to Boston to see the Ice Fol1ies
of
people
living
here
one is also
and the Boston Celtics; a ski trip
faced
with
competing
with
gym
to Saddleback Mt.; bowling and minclasses
and
tennis
teams
for
a
iature golf; Christmas wreath making;
piec~
of
turf.
Why
aren't
there
and get togethers at members' houses.
more courts? Why can't more be
Now, the Outing Club exists for
built?
the entire student body and faculty
It
seems
that some money
at Gorham, but without your help
could
be
-found
somewhere to build
the club will not survive next year.
more
courts
and
provide satisfactory
On Monday night, May 3rd, we will
recreation
for
tennis
bums and cause
be having elections of officers for
less
disappointment
when
your itchnext year. In order for this club
ing
to
play
and
can't
get
near a.
to survive next year and serve the
court
without
stepping
over
~erds
tampus~ we must have people who are
of
people
also
waiting
to
swing
a
willing to promote the club. Please
racket.
come if you are at all interested.
MORE COURTS AND LESS WAITING!
Our remaining activities for this
There must be a way.
year will include a bicycle trip May
1st or May 2nd, camping at Mt. Desert
David Bernier .
Island the week~nd of May 14th, 15th.
Joe Tutlis

21 April 1971
Editor
The Observer
Gorham Campus
Dear Editor:
The enclosed notice is selfexplanatory. If you could manage
to run it in your paper next week,
it should prove helpful to students
during pre-registration .

Notice

Sincerely yours,
Haig H. Najarian
~rofessor of
Biology

In an attempt to provide more
opportunity for students to elect
a variety of courses in the biological sciences, the biology department
has made a major change in the fall
curriculum, i.e. , the laboratories
have been spTTtoff from the lectures,
and carry their own credit hours.
_This will permit any student who
has had an introductory course in
biology (formerly Zo 3 at Portland
and Sci 200 at Gorham) to elect the
lecture portion of -most advanced
courses. Examples of such courses
are Ecological Principles, Human
Anatomy and Physiology, Principles
of Genetics, Vascular Botany,
Icthyologx, and Invertebrate Zoology.
April 20, 1971
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Faculty sees "decline in trust, hope, and general morale"
Gentlemen:

(8) The Career Opportunities
Program has been removed from
Gorham and placed at Farmington
The reso l ve by the Board of
without consultation with the
Trustees on December 18, 1969 to
involved Gorham faculty.
merge the Portland and Gorham Cam(9) The right of the College
puses into the University Of Maine
Assembly to have a meaningful voice
at Portland - Gorham produced a mix ture of hope and doubt in the faculty in government under its Board of
on the Gorham Campus .
Trustees approved constitution has
By the time the academic year
been ignored by refusing to permit
began in September, 1970, we had
Assembly ratification of the governaccepted the merger and .were ready
ance document. Dr. Macleod's
to handle the details. During the
recommendations on University Governfa11 and winter months many worked
ance did not accurately represent
patiently, and hopefully toward efthe views of the Assembly and rejectfecting the unification of departed the recommendations proposed by
ments, programs, and structures.
the Assembly .
Gradually, however, we have
(10) The Adminstration appears
seen a decline in trust, hope, and
to be implementing the Procedural
general morale as a result of some
Review section of Part IV of the
of the decisions that have been
governance document before its
taken, the procedures that led to
approval by the Chancellor .
them, and the directions discussions
(11) The faculty is concernappear to be taking regarding imed that the question of UMPG recomminent decisions.
mendations on tenure may be referConsequently the Gorham Faculty
red to other than a faculty body.
met Monday, April 19, to consider
(12) The Gorham faculty is
what response it should make to
con cerned that salaries will be
the situation. Si xty faculty were
adjusted between the two campuses
present when it was voted unanimouson the basis of rank and mean
ly(with no abstentions) to forward
salaries rather than, properly,
to you collectively some of the conon the basis of academic qualificacern s whic h were discussed. Among
tions, rank, experience, and responsthem were the following:
ibilities.
(13) The Dean of Liberal Arts
Search
Committee's candidate has
( 1) The faculty is concerned
been rejected pn the basis of
about the number of additional adcriteria not initially given to
ministrative positions being created
the Committee.
~n ~ peri?d of li~ited bu?get_which
(14) students complain to
1s ~n~ons1s~ent with ~he 1mpl1ed
faculty of advantages of the merger
adm1n1strat1ve econom1~s of t he merger. being incommensurate with the doubl(2). '.he fa~ulty 1~ ~oncerned
ing of resident student tuition,
th~t adm1n1strat1ve pos1t1ons are
the increases of out of state
being added t? the UMPG structure_
tuition to a prohibitive level, and
a~ the same ~1me t~a~ faculty pos1the loss of the bookstore discount.
t1ons are being el1m1nated.
(15) Faculty and students are
. ~3) W
e are con~e~ned that
concerned that dislocations in the
ex~st1n~ faculty pos1t1ons are_not
work-study program have resulted
being filled when the faculty 1s
in hardship for numerous students .
already understaffed. .
(l 6 ) The faculty is concerned
.
(4) The faculty wishes to be
that the wishes of the faculty and
informed of the curre~t status and
students were not honored in estasubstance of the detailed plan f?r
blishina the 1971 - 1972 calendar.
the future development of the University of Maine Portland-Gorham.
The facu1ty whose signatures
(5) The faculty is concerned
appear
be 1mv agrye that the conthat major administrative offices
cerns
indicated
above are real conwill be clustered on a single camcerns
on
the
Gorham
Campus. We
pus, thus restricting communications
request
that
you
join
us at a
with and the role of the other
meeting scheduled for 4:00 P.M.
campus.
Monday, May 3, to discuss and
(6) We wish to be informed
answer these concerns. Should the
of the current status of planning
scheduled
time prove impossible
for a community or junior college.
for
you
to
attend, we would welcome
(7) The interests and roles
you
at
our
April
26 meeting or make
of the Gorham Campus are not regevery effort to schedule a meeting
ularly represented in high level
at a mutually- acceptable time.
administra t ive decisions. The
Acting President has spent very
(73 Signatures Followed)
little time on the Gorham Campus.

Ambrosin To
Talk On Children
On April 28th at 9 a.m. Dr.
Salvatore Ambrosin, Executive
Director, Family Service Association of Nassau County, ~1ineola, IDng Island , New York;
will speak with faculty members and students in the
Fireside IDunge in Anderson Hall.
The subject of his discussions
will be the application of
principles of child development and learning theory in
comnunity settings outside
the school system. It is
hoped that as many as are able
to attend will do so, since
we are all involved in education in one manner or
- another.

Phi l\1u Delta
Plans BB League
The brothers of Phi Mu Delta have
been vJOrking diligently for the five
weeks instituting
fundamental
basketball school for the boys of
Gorham. A large number of boys have
attended with much ambition and fine
personal effort . Coming soon is
the Maine Special Olympics for
Retarded Children and the brothers
plan to help a great deal. On May
21st, Phi Mu Delta will hold a torchlight run for the retarded children.
Special thanks to the brothers who
participated in the campus Trash-In
this past Saturday. , The college
appreciates it.

a

J

Media Course Planned
An institute to train rredia
three-week intensive study program,
specialist for area vocational and
which begins August 2. Included
post secondary schools will be held
will be lectures, derronstrations,
this surmer on the Gorham campus of
and practicums in theory, preparation
the University of Maine at Portlandand use of audio and visual rredia;
Gorham.
The institute is under the
The program, nwie possible through
direction of Dr. Allen W. Milbury,
the F.ducation Professions DevelopDirector of Eudcational Media at
rrent Act, will be funded by a $22,000
UMPG. Dr. Milbury will be assisted
grant from the U.S. Office of F.ducation.by Dr. Parrela Tetley of Indiana
Twenty participants will be select- University.
ed from Maine schools to attend the

TKE Goes Mobil
in Clean Sweep
Puzzle-of-the-Week: What does "heavy"
talking to other £rater's dates,
jurrping on tables in the INN Crowd,
and hard spelling Canadians have in
corrrron with frater Tony Cocco
receiving Troll???????
Tau Kappa Epsilon participated in
the Campus clean-up which was held
this past Saturday. OUr rroonlight
cruise was very successful--nolxxly
fell overboard! Several fraters
are playing collegiate sports this
spring:
Golf- fraters Dona and Bob Holden;
Baseball-fraters John Craig, Crazy
Henry Smith, Ray McDonald;
Tradt-fraters Paul Rice, Steve Henry.
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PA's Needed for
Next Fall Term
Selection of undergraduate
residence hall staff to be .called
Personnel Assistants will begin
irmediately. Application for the
position are now available in the
Housing Office, with House Directors
and current Resident Assistants
and need to be returned by Friday,
April 30th to the Housing Office
for processing.
Students interested should make
every effort to attend a panel
discussion to be held W:rlnesday,
April 28th at 4:30 P. M. in the
Anderson Fireside Lounge. The
panel will be carrposed of current
Resident Assistants as well as
members of the Job Definition
Conmittee to discuss the aspects
of the position and answer questions
applicants may have. Ko Kirnrrel
and Ken lane will also be available
to answer questions at that tirre.
All students planning to graduate
either in Jan. or June of_1972 who
have not· received appointrrents for
senior pictures to be taken May 3-6 ,
1971. Please see Sue Blench at
Hastings fonnal lounge on May 3 or
4 between 8-2:30 to set up an
appointrrent.
THANK YOU.
1

Placement Day Set Thursday
Placement Day will be held in
the Hill Gymnasium at Gorham on
Thursday, April 29 fran 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. A Recruiter Luncheon will
be held at noon with Education Departrrent heads and directors of
student teaching from Portland and .
Gorham. Approximately forty super-;intendents and principals from
schools in Maine and the ot,her New
England states will be coming to
interview perspective teacher candidates. Many will have specific
vacancies in their systems. A
listing of such vacancies will be
available at the Registration Desk
on Thursday so that students can
arrange for interviews with _specific
superintendents and principals.
Over five hundred vacancies will
be listed.
All superintendents and principals
attending this Placement Day have
already been sent a list of candidates to enable them to have an
early preview of perspective teachers. A Message Board will be set
up where requests to interview a
specific candidate may be posted.
Students are encouraged to check
the Message Board frequently, since
messages will continue to be posted
all day. Students may also use the
Message Board to request ari interview with a certain superintendent
or principal. This Message Board
will be located in front of the

ticket and infonnation area.
A listing of openings for Graduate
students in the fields of counseling
cUJ.d administration will be posted
on the back wall. An area will also
ee set up listing some sumrrer job
opportunities.
-Eight hundred invitations to
Placement Day were sent out to
schools in New England by the Placement Office. Budget cuts in school
systems and an excess of applications
made if difficult for some systems
to be represented. However perspective teachers. should be aware of the
trerrendous number of vacancies that
will be listed.
Upon arriving at the gym on
Placement Day, candidates should
go to the Registration Table and
pick up the floor plan showing where
each superintendent and principal
will be set up, check the Message
Board, circle and ·arrange for interviews. Perspective teachers are
encouraged to take advantage of
Placement Day. Coffee and doughnuts
will be served.
On Friday, April 30, the Bethel
School System will be represented
in the Conference Room' of the Student
Personal Office. They have vacancies
for Grade 2, K-P, and Special
Education. Students who are interested and are qualified in these
areas should call the Placement
Office for an appointrrent.

Athletics are for the (Dodo) Birds
--

Willard Gutzmer

this aspect of our culture is
negative; a hurdle to understanding,
Eudcation has become a polyglot
a block to peaceful existence, a
of rrore information and less underresidual and outdated kind of play
standing, rrore carpetition, and
as braking to progress as the caverrore comrercial departrrents. If
man's reluctance to accept the
one may assurre that understanding
wheel. One day carpeti tive
and reason are wortj;ty of subscripathletics will be viewed as a stupid
tion, then there is a critical need
waste of energy and time and
to change. Agencies which carrpound
resources.
and enforce the disjointing and fogWhen the ~•coaches" defend their
ging of the purposes of education
errpires with "it's an outlet for
must be sought out anc3. exposed for
pent energies", they're right. When
their negative effects upon the
they say that the kids need to let
people whom it pretends to serve.
off steam, they' re right. That they
Physical Education as we know it
provide a diversion is true. But
in the schools today (from kinderthat's like perfuming the City Durrp
·garden through college) is such an
with cheap perfurre to make it
agent. The rroney and the buildings
tolerable. The selection of an
and the people dedicated to illalternative evil is not reasonable
defined, UIIrelated, obscure, and
justification for physical education
self peq,etuating purposes must
as we know it today.
begin to take a hard look at their
We must question WHY the kids
responsibilities to the clients.
are restless and need to be diverted.
They must begin to think rrore humanely The educational process must be
and watch "the whole ball garre."
cleaned up; then kids will not need
to be diverted because they will
Formal schooling has a negative
and detri.rrental effect upon young
expend their energies LEARNING in
people. · It robs them of their zest
pleasant and productive .ways and
for l_eanring, creativity, irnagination, they will question all aspects of
dreaming, reas9ning, understanding,
the schooline enterprise. The rrost
and much rrore. It is an aversive,
pranising hope for man's survival
negative ~rience in the lives of
as a happy mamnal are the youth who
rrost and particularly darraging ·to ·
question and demand answers; the
"losers"; these are the ones who
curious and the irnaginative, the
can't make the grades or the "team",
creative and the aesthetic. Strong
the right girls or-the right clubs.
and well trained people are not much
The kinds of carpetitipn which
help.
we see encouraged_and forced upon
A healthy concern today is for
the young people by media and our
values which deal with survival.
heredity and th~ schools is a
These few remarks hope to deal with
cultural entity in man's existence
value selection cin these te:pns. In
which needs to be reviewed. The
order that man may survive at all
purposes which it serves must be
he needs all the help -he can muster..
questioned in tenns of its contriIn order that he may be helpful he
bution to the betterment of man's
must have an intellectual discipline
living. This watcher suggests that
which will prompt a creative, humane,
by

and sensitive l'ife; a teacher in
the ultimate sense of the word. The
primary purpose of education is to
know what is good for rren. It is
to know the goods in .their order.
There is, indeed, a hierarchy of
values. The task of education is
to help the individual understand
what it is; how it was established,
and then help him live by it. Such
an education is far rerroved from
the triviality of that produced by
the doctrines of adaptation, of
inmediate wins and needs, and/or
by the doctrine of no doctrine at all.
" ••• education will not adapt
the young to a bad environrrent, but
will encourage them to make it good.
It will not overlook inmediate needs,
but will place these needs in their
proper order and relationship to
rrore distant, less tangible, ' and
rrore inportant goods. It will be
the effective means of reforming
society."
Robert Hutchins
The teacher facilitates learning.
People don't learn when they are
frightened, threatened, hurried,
harried, pushed, tired, unhappy,
disciplined, uncanfortable, institutionalized, :martialed, contained, regimented, or in difficult
carpany. Good learning does not
take place in the physical education
cairp. Behind its special ramparts
there is perpetuated, encouraged,
and enforced some of the worst
aspects of American education. They
have built an empire upon learning
theory which is recognized to be
bad. There is no place for this
in, good learning situations. There
is no place for this in -the schools.
Athletics is for the birds ••• the
EXTINCT dodo bird.
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Spring Concert
May 2 at
Gorham

Left to right are Corinne Lynds, Lucille Boisvert, Mark Skinner, sue White.

Modern Dance Plans
Annual Performance
What do you prefer--the Modern
or the Classic? Which ever you
ch(X)se you'll find in the Modern
Dance Spring Program to be presented Thursday and Friday evenings,
April 29 and 30 at 8:00 p.m. The
Sance Club has a variety of talent
and entertainment just waiting for
you to enjoy.
The first half of the program
entitled "The Modern Self" contains
numbers such as Swarrp Fire, The Bat,
and the Pink Panther. The second
half is totally dedicated to "The
Classic Self" and for this section,
the Modern Dance Club has chosen to
choreograph Stravinsky's "Firebird
Suite". This part of the program
is also dedicated to Stravinsky
himself, who died just a few weeks

The Annual Spring Concert by
the Music Depart:::rrent of the Univ.
of Maine at Portland-Gorham, will
be held in Russell Hall on the
Gorham carrpus, Sunday evening, May
2, at 8 p.m. rather than April 25,
as previously announced.
Three performing groups will
.be featured: The Brass Ensemble
conducted_by Professor Jerry L.
Bowder; The A cappella Chorus,
conducted by Assistant Professor
Ronald F. Cole; and the Concert
Band, conducted by Associate'
Professor F. Kent Carrpbell.
The Brass Ensemble will play
a 16th Century "Sonata" by
Buonarrente and three 20th Century
works, including "Three Folk Songs"
by Dr. Bowder.
The A cappella Chorus will
perform the Schubert, "Mass in G, "
accrnpanied by a srrall chamber
orchestra. Soloists are Christine
l.oI:d, Bonnie Chaµnan, and Deborah
Johnston, sopranos; Robert Estes,
tenor; and Kenneth Bell, bass.
The Concert Band will play
"A Festival Prelude" by Alfred
Reed; "The Brass Menagerie" by
Emna I.Du Diener;
"Suite in F" . by
Gustav HOlst; "Chorale and Alleluia"
by Howard Hanson.

ago.
Much work and effort has been
poured into this presentation for
your enjoym2nt.
The program is being presented
free of charge.
Dance Club rrernbers include:
Lucille Boisvert, Derorah Hobres,
Christine Couch, Mark Skinner;
Brenda Mills, Danny Mills, Deb
Tucker, Deb Hall, Claudia fuberg,
Ron Colby, Corrine Lynds, Elaine
Cyr, Kathy Sloan, Sue White, and
Cheryl Pratt
Michael Roderick will be in
charge of lighting and special
effects and Mark Skinner is the
sound director. It will be an
evening well spent so--Corre and
Join Us!

C·riscuolo Shows
''Contrasts''
Through the photographs of I.Duis Criscuolo we see .the many
aspects of the people and places
in New ")(ork ~ · He portrays the
people who seem to represent all
the toil and stri~e of city living.
They are . fat old i:ren, raggedy waren
and the children piaying on trashy,
polluted beaches; all the victims
of the rretropolis. Criscuolo's
photographs are realistic in the
unposed, natural expressions of the
people. He often uses the contrast
of nature and industrialization,
usually seen with the skyscrapers
rising above the trees in a park.
Central Park was the subject of
many of the photographs, with
several of these he changes the

rrood of the scene through color

changes. Criscuolo is able to
capture New York as the people who
live there know it, not through
its glarcorous sights, but by finding
beauty in everyday occurences.
The Art Gallery is nCM featuring
the photographs of I.Duis Criscuolo
through May 9th.

Woodfords-Portland
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Po Go Referendum
Planned Soon

Gorham Newsstand
Opens After
Much Planning

'Ihe Caranittee on University Colors
and Devices has received correspondence from the publishers of POGO
indicating that UMPG may be ,able
to use POGO as the University nickname and symbol.
In order to ascertain student
feelings relative to the use of
POGO, a referendum will be conducted
by the Student Senate on Wednesday,
April 28. Students may indicate
their acceptance or rejection of
pcx;o between the hours of 8 a,m. to
6 p.m. in the I.Dunge, 8 a.m. to 4p.m.
in the lobby of Bailey Hall, and
4 p.m. to 6.p.m. in the Dining Hall.

Gorham Carrpus Newstand
last 'Ihursday a student initiated-student operated newsstand
opened in the student lounge. 'Ihe
newsstand was an idea fonnulated by
Dick Dyer and Sue Brewer. It was
initially suggested in the Student
Senate last fall but nothing came
out of it. In January, the concept
of a newsstand was carried on by
Sue Brewer. With the help of
George Van Arnburg, the newsstand
became a reality. This newsstand
is sponsored by the Student Senate
and managed by Sue Brewer.
Henceforth, the newsstand
will be open 9 a.m.-1 p.m. and
4-6 p.m. Monday-Friday and 4-6p.m.
WEEKLY: CAMPUS MASSES
Saturday and Sunday. Papers are
on sale daily including the New
UMPG---Gorham Hastings FonnalYork
Tirres, New York Daily News,
Sat. 4:30 p.m.
Boston Globe, Boston Record A:rrerican,
Portland, 94 Bedford St.
Boston Herald Traveler, Portland
Sun. , 12 noon
Press Herald, Bangor Daily News,
Wall
Street Journal, Christian
Westbrook College--Alexander Hall
Science
Monitor, and the Maine Tirres.
Sun. 6:;5 p.m.
A random selection of magazines
Fr. Joe Brannigan, Chaplain started the newsstand off. · 'Ihe
next order will include such mag797-5625

Parents Speak Out
On Current Issues
At Parent's Day the OB.SERVER asked
sorre parents about this university.
Here are their replies:
Mr. and Mrs. Preble, parents of
Melody Preble.
Q:
What are your reactions concerning the state legislature's
enrollrrent f~eeze at UMO?
A:
'Ihe University needs IIDre IIDney;
we should not freeze the enrollrrent. More preference
should be given to in-state
students, though.
Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Q: .

A:

A:

A:
Q:
A:

Are you enjoying yourself?
Yes. My wife and I came last
year and drove four hours to
get here this year. · So you
can see that we do.

Do you feel that students should
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lebel, parents
of Nancy Lebel.
bear IIDre financial responsibility?
Wnat are your opinions about
Mr: I think that the state
. Q:
the UM enrollrrent freeze?
should carry rrore of the load.
I think it's a good idea. The
Mrs: It's get~ing to the point
A:
students profit by smaller
of costing as ruuch as .Colby and
classes and such. Maybe there
Bates and none of us can a-ford
can be IIDre supervision.
that.
Do you think students should
Q:
have greater participation in
total governrrent of'the university·
Mrs: I think that it should
A:
be about a 50 :50 deal.
Mr:
I' 11 go along with that.

Are you enjoying yourself today?
Very much. We came here in '68
and all the changes seem to be
for the better.

Mr. Edward 1-brneault, Steve's father.
Q:
Are you familiar with the
enrollrrent freeze at UM?
A:
Not really, but the whole
thing doesn't sound too good.
Q:

Q;

swing these things. It's pretty
darned expensive right now.
Do you think students should
have IIDre participation in
university governrrent?
'Ihat can work two ways. 'Ihey
can have too much.

Do you think that students
should carry IIDre financial load?
NO! I do not. Students won't
get a chance to get here. I
just can't see how they could

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Should the students carry a
larger share of the financial
load?
I think the arrangem2I1t is
pretty good the way it is. It's
not so bad as at Northeastern
Univ. where our oldest daughter
pays around $4,000.
Do you think students should
have a larger part in the total
university?
Students should have a greater
role and be IIDre active. I
don't know if I like this open
housing bit, but ••• (accomoanied
by ~a sidelong glance at off
spring).

Did you enjoy today's activities?
Very much. If you eat like
you did tonight, you're doing
all right.

THE STUDENT SENATE NEWSSTAND attracts
the lit e rate and near-literate to its
literature and near-literature. Left
to right are the newsstand, Lance
Yule, another Phi Mu Delta, and Dpg.

azines as Playboy, Penthouse, Life,
Tirre, Newsweek, U.S. News and World
Report, Mad, T. V. Guide, Screenplay, Seventeen, Billboard, Rolling
Stone, Psychology Today, New Yorker,
Saturday Review, and Sports Ill1.1S.
Student volunteers are needed
to work on this newsstand •. If
interested, please leave your
name in the Student Senate Office
or contact Sue Brewer.

Hous~ng List
Now Set
Attention Group III, IV, V
'Ihe following priority schedules
have been established for room
assignrrents.
I.

ill'IPG-- "Squatters" already
housed on carrpus.

II.

Gorham Program Fresruren-students accepted for programs
located ath the Gorham carrpus.

III. ill'Il?G--undergraduate students
currently-not housed on
carrpus.
IV.

Portland Program Freshrren,
ill'IPG transfers and readmits.

V.

ill'Il?G--special, evening,
and graduate students.

As "squatters" have chosen
their rooms last week, beginning
April 28 through 30, Group III will
be able to file a room preference
sheet for fall serrester in the
Housing Office in Corthell Hall.
On May 3 through 5 Groups IV and V
may file the preference sheet also
in the Corthell office and actual
placerrent will be made as space is
available in conjunction with the
above priority grouping. Confinnation of assignrrent will be by mail.
Students needing assistance
should contact Ko Kimrel.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Abortions are now legal in New
York City up to 24 weeks. The Abortion Referral Service will
pro~de a quick and inexpensive end to your pregnancy. We
are a member of the National Orlanlzatlon to Legalize
Abortion. CALL 1-215-878-5800 for totally conndential
information. There are no shots or pills to terminate a
PN!Jn&ncy. These medications are intended to induce a late
penod only. A 100d medical test is your best 1st action to
insure your chance for choice. Get a test immediately. Our
pregnancy counseling service will provide totally conndential
alternatives to your prernancy. We have a 1ong 11st of those we
have alrtady ~ted should you wish to verify this service.
COPY OUR NUMBER FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
1-215-878-5800.
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~ay MacDonald smashes a tbree base hit against Castleton State last Saturday

Huskies Nailed Three Times
The Gorham Huskies are learning
that fielding ii;, the name of the
game after losing their first three
games. St. Francis and castleton
State emerged as the viccn::-:-s in
Gorhams shakey start of the season.
Last Thursday St. Francis handed the Huskies a 7-5 loss.
St.
Francis sent starter Tern Underwood
to the showers in the fifth inning
by capitalizing on walks and a few
key hi ts. Gorham managed all its runs
in a wild ninth inning rally but St.
Francis had too big -a lead. Ed
Mclxmough and Jim Graffam managed
Gorham's only two singles.
C.~tleton State swept a doubleheader on Gorham's hoITe field Sati.rrday
handing them 7-5 and 5-3 losses. In
' the first game casleton junped out
into a quidc lead by tallying three
runs in the j irst inning. Gorham
bounced back by loading the bases
in their half of the inning but

could manage only one run. A_
horrerun in the third inning gave
castleton another run but Gorham
scored two runs on pass bales in
the third rraking the score 4-3 in
favor of cast}1~ton • castleton
scored a 'run in the fourth inning.
The Huskies had a big sixth inning
when Ron Hunt blasted out a triple
which drove in two runs to tie the
garre. HONever, castleton was not
to be denied and scored two rrore runs
_- in the seventh which proved to be
enough when Gorham failed Lo score
in their half of the inning.
The second game was a repeat of
the first when castleton again hatted
a rallying Gorham team by winning 5-3.
The highest point of the games we'fe
a number of doubleplayc; combinations
in both . games. However ,on the whole
Gorham had a slightly erratic defensive
day.

Delta Chi
Raises Roof
Last night at carolyn's was
the scene of Delta Chi's annual
Cabaret. Both the brothers and
especially their dates sparked
the e .,,,:=.ning •.-.·i th their attire.
All who attended agreed that the
evening was a rrost enjoyable one.
Baseball coach Joey Bouchard
thanked brothers Bruce Hardy, , · :!. " ·'
Gerald Hebert, and Dave M:)rrill
for •constructing" the bleaches.=
Yes tabrA does fit into slot B.
Mike Cormier was chosen as
Chapter Luminary for his sei vices
to · the fraternity . this past year.
How does it feel to be the rrost
valuable player, Mike?

Gorham Pharmacy
THE

Rexall

Store

Adults $1.25 TELE'P H0NE 839-4000

Prescription Specialist~

2001:

School Supplies

A Space
Odyssey

Cosmetics
Hallmark Cards
Fine Candies
"One of Maine's Finest Stores"
Gorham

104 Main St.

6:45 & 9:00

839-3738

Phone 839-3160

Low Prices

And S & H
Green Stamps Too!

MR. G. FOODUNER
108 ftiain St., Gorham, Maine

J{ & ~ Ca'lte'l Co.
9aatwea'i /a,,,

the

enti'ie <;Family

Porteous

9 STATE STREET- GORHAM. MAINE 04038

Telephone 839-4844

Men's Shop

RED/NS'
Your College Supply Store
"LOCATED ON THE SQUARE"
Gorham, Me.
•
Call 839-4541

It's the "in" place . . . where all the
fashionsminded juniors

will

make the

scene to switched-on happenings. It's
a store within a store . . . a place· to
meet 'n mix . . . to browse and feel at
home.

THE LOFT - FASHION FLOOR

The Men's Shop on the Main Floor
has all the new styles and colors
you're looking for. Look for arty
of the finest in Men's Clothes or
Accessories to complete your summer· wardrobe. Drop in daily from
9:30 to 5:30 or Monday and Thurs day nights till 9 !
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Three Student
Athletes Honored
ByOCA

Gorham Senior
Takes Mr.
Maine Title
Skip Robinson, a brother in
Phi Mu Delta fraternity, looks and
acts like any other guy on canpus.
But what he does in his spare time
sets him apart from the others in
a strong way---Skip is the State
Power Lift chanpion and Mr. Maine
of 1971.
"I got tired of being skinny,"
Skip related to us when we asked
him what interested him in weight-lifting. "I weighed 132 pounds at
graduation from high school. NON
four years later I'm up to 180."
Skip captured this year's
Mr. Maine Title in Belfast several
weeks agp as he represented UMG in
the title rounds. In taking the
crown, he benched 325 pounds in
one lift!
Starting in his horre gym while
still in high school, he works out

faithfully daily in order to keep
in top shape. He graduated to a
local gym and was an instructor at
Martin's Health Club last year.
The Maine State Meet in which
he was crowned Mr. Maine was held
in Belfast and lasted over 12 hours.
Sanc:tioned by the MU, it is hopefully Skip ' s first step to the Mr.
New England title and perhaps the
Mr. Arrerica crown.
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY
TUESDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT

S

OPEN DAILY 10 TO 1...
371 FOREST AVENUE

A1aine 's Most
Complete
Women's
Apparel
Store

I
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Three students from the University
of Maine at Portland-Gorham have
been selected for inclusion in the
July, 1971 edition of outstanding
College Athletes of Arrerica.
Richard A. Crosby and John J.
Murphy, Jr. , seniors , and Paul J.
Whitnore, junior were chosen on the
basis of their sports achieverrents,
leadership ability, athletic recognition, and cc:mmunity services.
Crosby, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Crosby of Center Stratford,
New Hanpshire, has been part of
the golf .t eam on the Gorham canpus
for three years, and he serves as
its captain this year. Crosby is
an industrial arts major.
A member of the track team
throughout his four years at the
Portland canpus, Murphy specializes
in t:J:ie hamrrer and the discus. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Murphy, Sr. of Portland, and is
majoring in mathematics.
Whitnore, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert J. Whi tnore of Portland,
is a three letter man on the Gorham
canpus tennis team. He is enrolled
in the secondary education program
with a major in English.

N etnien Cop,
Stun Keene 8-1
The tennis team upped their
r~cord to 4-0 with a convincing
win over Keene State College.
'Ihe
final score was 8-1.
Gorham took coomand quickly
as all six starters were again able
to win. Most irrpressive was Greg
Herbert's 6-0, 6-0 victory over
his opponent. In doubles Steve
Monn and John Sawyer, taking advantage of Keene errors, easily won
as did I:oug Bearce and Mike Decrescenzo.
Irrproving with every match,
the Gorham tennis team looks forward
to t,,his week. Tuesday Gorham will
travel to Plynouth, New Hanpshire,
for a match with Plynouth State.
Thursday the netman will play their
f±rst conference match here at
Gorham against Keene State. At the
conclusion of this match, the team
will travel to Southwestern Mass.
University to participate in the ·
New England--N.A.I.A. tenni s tournament on Friday. Saturday Gor ham
will mrrplete their road s chedul e
with a match at Salem Stat e.

